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ABS2BACT

A number of good slitless spectra of lightning were obtained 
by the Institute of Atmospheric Physics in I960 and 1961. The instru
ment used consisted of a transmission diffraction grating in front of 
an f/6.0 Aero-Tessar lens of 6l-cm focal length<, These spectra have 
a normal dispersion of approximately 25 A/mm in the first order. A 
spectral analysis in the region 3850 to 6900 A has revealed the pres
ence of 10 ionized argon lines in addition to many lines attributed 
for the first time to nitrogen and oxygen. The results are summarized 
in a classification table. Microphotometer tracings were made at 
different channel heights which clearly show the relative intensity 
increase of ionized to neutral atoms toward the ground. Ho lines due 
to doubly ionised atoms have been reliably identified.
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Introduction
Spectroscopy has left a trail of discoveries in physics longer 

than in any other science. It is particularly applicable to studying 
the physical nature of inaccessible light sourcesa such as lightning. 
Information from suitable spectrographic data of lightning can provide 
the means for determining the excited atoms, ions, and molecules 
characteristic of the luminous discharge. In addition successful 
attempts have been made to estimate the temperature and ion density in 
the channel. The summation of spectroscopic data represents only one 
of several useful methods for studying the physical phenomenon of 
lightning., However, this thesis will be concerned only with the spec
tral identifications in the optical region, and the consequent physi
cal implications. •

Does the study of the spectrum of lightning offer any practi
cal use? One can easily imagine an astronomer's time exposure 
"ruined" by the occurrence of a nearby thunderstorm in which the spec
trum of lightning is superimposed on the extra-terrestrial spectrum. 
However, knowing the lines and/or bands characteristic of lightning, 
one can easily separate the two spectra and obtain the desired spec
trum of the star or planet under study. Another possibility is a 
world-wide census of thunderstorms. It has been suggested that a



satellite sensitive to the spectrum of lightning could be used as a 
means to detect and count thunderstorms. However3 there is the poten
tial problem of detecting a lightning flash during the daylight hours. 
Becent data on the optical spectrum of lightning offer a solution to 
this problem. The H-alpha line at 6563 A is very strong in both slit 
and slitless lightning spectra, and provides a possible means of sep
arating it from the solar spectrum. Then theoretically, light from
the sun would not be a problem because H-alpha is the well-known

’ ■f
Fraunhofer 6 absorption line and therefore is very weak in the solar 
spectrum.

Historical Beview
. References to the lightning spectrum extend as far back as 

1855» However the 15 studies before 1900 leave something to be de
sired, For example. Gibbons (1871) identified copper in the spectrum, 
but later attributed it to the presence of a large smelter in the 
vicinity, Meyer (1894) placed a grating in front of a camera and ob
tained one line and assigned it the uncertain identification of 3820A, 

At the beginning of the century, Pickering (1901) obtained a 
slitless spectrum with 30 lines using the 8-inch Draper telescope and 
objective prism. He further noted that the lightning spectrum is not 
always the same, i,e., two separate flashes may have different spec
tra, At about the same time. Fox (1903) at Yerkes Observatory re
corded 20 lines from 3848 to 5683A and made the interesting



observation that the relative intensity of some lines varied between 
upper and lower parts of the lightning channel.

Two years later, Larson (1905), noticed the apparent flicker 
in lightning and tried to separate the components by "panning" a cam
era in the field of view. He obtained several spectra of poor qual
ity, but one was a cloud-to-cloud discharge which even today remains 
the only one reported in the literature <,

Perhaps the best slitless spectrum obtained in the early days 
can be credited to Steadworthy (1914). The quality of this spectrum, 
in which fifty lines are identified, is clearly equivalent to spectra 
published thirty years later. The work of Slipher (1917) produced the 
first slit spectra of lightning. This allowed him to impress an iron 
and vanadium standard on his spectrum and consequently relate wave
lengths to elements for the first time, whereas, previously, only 
wavelengths had been determined. All lines were identified as either 
belonging to atomic nitrogen or oxygen, and an error prevented Slipher 
from correctly identifying the second Balmer line of hydrogen which 
was clearly among his measurements.

All the earliest spectra were in the optical region. The 
first spectra below 3850A were obtained by Dufay (1926) from which he 
identified to add to the growing list of identifications. Fifteen 
years were to lapse before the next publication,

Israel and ffurm (1941) obtained 9 slitless spectra of which 
only one was studied in detail. They observed that the degree of



excitation increases from the cloud to the ground, resulting in a 
relative intensity variation along the channel, as first noted by Fox 
(1903). Using Fox’s, data, Nicolet (1943) arrived at the same conclu
sion » He further classified the lines identified by Slipher (1917) 
into multiplets but failed to identify hydrogen whose H-beta line had 
been incorrectly classified as a nitrogen band. In a later publica
tion, Israel and 'Sura (1947) presented an extensive summary of lines 
from more of the data they had obtained in 1941. They noted the 
strong relative intensity of H-alpha and identified two ionized cal
cium lines at the base of a stroke which hit about two kilometers from 
their camera.

In the late forties, Dufay and Tcheng Mao-Lin (1947, 1949) 
published what remains today one of the most thorough studies of the 
lightning spectrum in the region 2950 to H-alpha. It should be noted 
that the region above 3830 A was studied from 10 plates, producing 
80 lines, while the studies below 3830 A depended on one spectrum. 
Their conclusions on atomic lines were that H I is best represented in 
the violet and blue regions, whereas 0 I is principally found in the 
visible region. The N II lines are numerous and strong throughout the 
entire spectrum, and 0 II is prominent in the violet and blue regions, 
but weaker than the M II. Among their molecular observations was the 
fact that the negative system of ionized N is visible on all plates. 
The bands of N2 (2nd positive system) are strong in the Ultra-violet 
but few and weak above 3830 A. Dufay and Tcheng Mao-Lin obtained



enough spectra to notice the lines of ionized atoms vary greatly in 
intensity compared to neutral atoms, implying that lightning spectra 
could be classified according to the relative intensities of emission 
lines. They suggested four qualitative classifications, but no later 
publications refer to these. The Bufays also noticed the relative in
tensity of the ionized lines increasing towards the ground, a fact 
which had been originally observed by Fox (1903) and later interpreted 
by Israel and lurm (1941), and independently by Nicolet (1943)» The 
broadening of the H-beta line provided the Dufays with data for esti
mating the intermoleeular field and the ratio of ionized to neutral
particles. They obtained a field of 20,000 - 40,000 volts/cm and 

-45 X 10 for the fraction of ionization.
During the years 1950 to 1952 spectral studies of lightning 

were extended into the infrared to 9078 A by the work of Jose (1950), 
Petrie and Small (1951), and Knuckles and Swensson (1952), Lines due 
to neutral argon.and carbon in the 9070 A. region were identified by 
Petrie and Small, They noted that all the identifications in the re
gion 7100-9100 A were from neutral atoms attributed to either oxygen, 
nitrogen, argon, or carbon.

The discovery of the CN violet bands was recently made by 
Wallace (i960) using an auroral grating spectrograph with a dispersion 
of 22 Angstroms per millimeter. In addition to confirming most of the 
previous identifications, he used the Mr/"" bands at 3825 and 3900 A to 
estimate a rotational temperature between 6,000 and 30,000 K for the



lightning stroke„ The large uncertainty is due to the poorly deter
mined allowance for the overlapping CM bands near 3825 -&<> la the same 
year; Hu Ben-Sha© (i960) published spectral data on the ultraviolet 
and visible regions. Using a grating spectrograph with a dispersion 
of 100 A/mm he identified two-hundred emission lines and band heads 
between 2811 and 6563 A (H-alpha). . Because of the low dispersion, 
most of the data merely confirms previous identifications. A compari
son is also made between spark spectra and lightning.

Here in Tucson, during the summers of I960 and 1961, approxi
mately two-hundred slitless spectra of lightning flashes were obtained 
in the region from 3850 to 69OO A. Each spectrum was produced by 
light from a single flash rather than by a series of reflections from 
clouds, as in slit spectra. The advantages of slitless spectroscopy 
in lightning studies are: (l) There is far less light loss than in
the conventional slit instrument, and (2) it is possible to study the 
relative intensities and widths of individual spectral lines along the 
entire source. 1 recent review of the literature by Salanave (1961)
shows that only 25 slitless spectra had been reported through 1959, 
and only 6 of these were analyzed in detail. The superior quality of 
spectra from the current series suggests new possibilities for deter
mining physical characteristics of the lightning discharge.



. CHAPTER II

.A. Equipment
The spectra were taken with a modified K-18 Aero-Tessar cam

era (Fig, l)5 equipped with an objective prism and a Rausch and Lomb 
transmission gratings blazed for 5500 A, The purpose of the prism is 
to counterbalance the deviation of the grating so that a more nearly
11 straight-through11 system is obtained. Spectra have a nearly normal
JS- " .dispersion of approximately 25 A/mm in the first order. The effective 
aperture is 8 cm, with a focal length of 6l cm. In figure 1 the cam
era is shown equipped with the revolving drum magazine for time-re
solving the spectrum of the lightning flash. The camera back was 
originally equipped with an 8 X 10 inch plate holder to record the 
flash spectrum, but gave no information on the spectrum of the indi
vidual strokes. The data presented in this thesis are taken from 
spectra recorded both by the plate holder and the time-resolved film 
drum. All of the spectra recorded in I960 and part of 1961 were taken 
on 8 X 10 Kodak Royal Pan sheet film. Subsequent data were obtained 
using the film drum and Kodak Tri-X Aerecon film. Virtually all of 
the line identifications were made from the spectra reproduced in 
figure 2a and 2b, Figure 2a is an exceptionally fine spectrum of the 
lightning flash recorded on July 22, I960, and, historically, is the
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Figure 1 K-18 Aero-Tessar camera equipped with objective prism, grat
ing, and time resolution film drum.



- Figure 2 •) Spectrum selected for detailed analysis (Focused critically for middle of 
spectrum).

.) Spectrum of intense cloud-ground discharge composed of one stroke. Note 
absorption bands due to H^O vapor and 0^.

.) Spark spectrum of air in an enriched atmosphere of CO^ and HgQ vapor. so



IQ
first spectrum obtained by the Institute of Atmospheric Hiysics. Note 
the resolution of the N II multiplet near 4630 A and the first report
ed resolution of the N II lines at 5001 and 5005 A. Figure 2b is a 
very intense lightning stroke photographed with the drum camera from a 
distance of 5 l/2 km. on August 21, 1961. The film record indicates 
that there was only one cloud-ground stroke. The spectrum extends 
from 3050 to 6900 A and includes the striking feature of the Og (1-0) 
absorption band at 6883 A. Figure 2c is a laboratory air spark dis
charge spectrum and provides an interesting comparison to the spectrum 
of the lightning discharge.

B. Identification of lines
The most prominent wavelengths were identified by comparison 

with previously published spectra of lightning and spark discharges in 
air. For example, the N II lines at 3995 and 5001-5005 A, and the 
N II multiplet at 4630 A provide a reliable means for orienting and 
making initial identifications. Wavelength measurements were made 
with a Henson comparator and a Hilger and Watts recording micropho
tometer. The spectrum reproduced in figure 2a was selected for de
tailed analysis in the region 3995 to 5700 A. Four densitometer trac
ings were made of this and a composite spectrum (See Appendix II) was 
then constructed under the assumption that spurious features due to 
electronic noise and film grain would tend to cancel, and true lines

I
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would tend to add. The focus Is best in the region 4000-5000 re
sulting in an exceptionally smooth and reliable densitometer trace. 
Between 5000 and 5700 A the focus is not as clear and only the most 
prominent lines are reliably identified. Beyond 5700 A the identifi
cations are based on the August 21, 1961 spectrum (Fig. 2b). Most of 
the spectra recorded on Aerecon Tri-X extend only to the H-alpha line. 
However5 the fact that the 0g (1-0) absorption band was recorded in a 
few spectra is an indication of the discharge's intensity. A densi
tometer trace is of little use because the stroke overexposed the 
film. All measurements and the line identifications based on the work 
of Moore (1945) and Pearse and Gaydon (1950) are summarized in Appen
dix 1, and most; of the measured wavelengths can be found on the com
posite spectrum. Appendix II.

G. Atomic lines 
/ ' 1. HI

The spectrum of the neutral nitrogen atom is best rep
resented in the blue and red regions of the optical spectrum. Tnis 
state of nitrogen is most easily detected by the 4935 A line which is 
visible between the broad H-beta line and the very strong M II lines 
at 5001-5 A. Other strong lines occur at 6008, 6489, and 6645 A. 
Micolet (1943) thought the 4254 A line could be attributed to 0 11, 
but Dufay (1947) identified it as one of the N I lines. The correct 
identification of the line by Dufay is based on the qualitative de
cision as to whether the particular lightning discharge is of high or
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low energyo For example s In a high-energy dischargef the singly-ion
ized atomic states are relatively intense# whereas the neutral atomic 
states are relatively prominent in a low-energy discharge. The com
posite spectrum# Appendix II# is representative of a high-energy dis
charge in which the 4254 A line is absent while figure 3 represents 
a low-energy discharge which clearly shows 4254 A. Since the only two 
possibilities for 4254 A are. 0 II and N 1# it is concluded that I I is 
the correct identification. Several new lines attributed to N I have 
been found at 4000,0# 5281,2# and 5356,1 A,

2, 0 I
The spectrum attributed to the neutral state of oxygen

is most easily identified by the strong 4368 A line and apparently
is present in all slitless lightning spectra. One other prominent 
line occurs at 6158 A# but may be blended with N II at 6164 A in very 
intense discharges. Lines previously identified at 5330# 6726# and 
6727 A are blended with HI. A characteristic line at 4233 A  identi
fied by Israel and TNurm (1947) does not appear in the slitless spec
trum of intense discharges# but does occur as a weak.line, in the spec
trum of relatively low energy discharges. The same analysis applies 
to the 5435 and 5513 A lines# absent from strong discharges# but eas
ily identified on relatively low energy discharges. In addition to 
the previous identifications in the lightning spectrum# three new 
lines at 4655# 4673, and 5411 A are attributed to 0 I.
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Figure 3 Section of 7/14/61 spectrum showing intensity of the 
N I 4254 A line in low excitation discharges.
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3. Nil

The lines attributed to the first ionized state of 
atomic nitrogen are numerous and strong throughout the visible region. 
Lines at 3995  ̂4041, and 4447 A are particularly characteristic of 
N II. The 5ttl multiplet at 4630 A is an outstanding feature and was 
first resolved by Bufay and fchehg Eao-Lin (1949a). It is easily lo
cated in Fig. 2. A line previously reported at 5003 A has been resolv
ed into two of the 19^ multiplet lines, namely 5001.3 and $00$d  A. 
Using Rayleigh's criterion, these lines indicate that the resolving 
power of the system is approximately 1300= Toward the long wavelength 
of the visible spectrum, the group at 5680 A is the most intense in 
this region. A total of 59 lines are attributed to M II, of which 27 
are reported for the first time in the lightning spectrum.

4. 0 II
Singly ionized oxygen is represented by many lines of 

moderate intensity in the violet and blue regions. However, only two 
weak lines beyond 5000 A have been identified. The 0 II line at 
4076.9 A is a good indication of the stroke's intensity. In Sfow in
tensity discharges 4076.9 A is barely visible, whereas in the intense 
discharge if figure 2b it is easily detected. Twenty-five lines have 
been classified under 0 II of which 13 are. new identifications.

5o A II
The lines due to ionized argon are all too weak to be 

identified with the unaided eye. All identifications, therefore, were
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necessarily derived from an analysis of the composite spectrum repro
duced in Appendix II, Five' lines are considered doubtful, however the 
remaining 10 clearly indicate the presence of ionized argon in the 
lightning spectrum,

6. Hydrogen
Ihe strongest line in the slitless spectrum of light

ning is the alpha line of the Balmer series at 6563 A. It is intense 
in all spectra recorded on Aerecon film (Tri-X) and its relative in
tensity is clearly evident in figure 2b, The. beta line is very broad 
in all spectra and its strength is apparently proportional to the in
tensity ratio 4935 A (l I) to 5045 (M II), (See Salanave, 19Sl). A
faint line occurs at 4340,6 A on the composite spectrum and is identi
fied as H-gamma, No further lines due to hydrogen have been detected. 
Although the H-delta line may be present at 4101,7 A, it is obscured 
by the strong N I line at 4099»9 A.

7, Higher states of ionization
. A weak line occurs at 4323 A which may be the 4323»9 A

line of N III, The identification of prominent N III lines, if they
are in the lightning spectrum, is complicated by their proximity to 
the lines of neutral and single ionized atoms of nitrogen and oxygen. 
Zhivlyuk and Mandel'shtam (1961) have pointed out the possible occur
rence of multiply-ionized lines (O 111, 0 7, N III) at 4058, 4542,
5471, and 5600 A, but. have termed these identifications as very uncer
tain, An analysis of current data gives no evidence of these lines in
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slitless spectra<,

Do Molecular bands
Approximately 200 slitless spectra were examined and there is 

evidence of molecular bands between 3850 and 5700 A in approximately
5 per cent of the data, A spectrum obtained on the night of June 23,
1961j (Fig, 4) shows strong bands below 4000 A, These are identified 
as the & v = 0 sequence of the CM violet system (Wallace,, I960) and 
the (Q,0) band usually found in slit spectra.

The 0g (l—0) absorption band at 6883 A was recorded as the
-result of a very intense lightning stroke on August 21, 1961,

(Fig, 2b), An examination of 39 time-resolved spectra reveals that 
this feature appears only three times. One can conclude that the 
presence of this band is an indication of a discharge’s extreme inten
sity, It should be noted that the CM and Mg**’ bands below 4000 A are 
weak or absent in the August 21 spectrum.

It is important to note the relative infrequency of molecular
bands in the University of Arizona’s spectra compared with the slit
less spectra obtained by Israel (1941) and Dufay (1949) in Europe,
This observation is also true for slit spectra obtained by Dufay 
(l949) in Europe and by Wallace (i960) in the mid-west. No explan
ation for these differences is known at this time.



Figure 4 Unusual spectrum showing enhanced CN violet (0-0) and 
N24' (0-0) bands. Strokes crossing the spectrum are 
other discharges in the zero order dispersed by the 
objective prism only.
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E, Variations of relative intensity along the channel path

The variation of relative intensity with height was first 
noted by Fox (1903)» Following a procedure used by Dufay and Dufay 
(1949c), six densitometer tracings were made at different channel 
heights in a cloud-to-ground discharge observed August 8, I960 
(Fig o 5a). Mote that at the ground the M II 4630 A line has greater 
intensity than the 0 I lines at 4673 A. (Position 1 in figure 5a and 
5b.) Positions 2 - 6  correspond to increasing heights along the chan
nel. Densitometer traces indicate that as the stroke is observed 
closer to the cloud, the intensity of the M II 4630 A line decreases
relative to the 0 I 4673 A lines. A comparison can also be made be
tween the N II 5001-5 and 5045 A lines, and the N I 4935 A line. The 
intensity of the M II lines clearly decrease with height relative to 
the M I line. Thus, the intensity .of the ionized lines decreases-with
height in respect to the intensity of the neutral atomic lines. One
would, therefore, expect to find the lowest percentage ionization near 
the base of the cloud. Another way of stating this qualitative obser
vation is that the ratio of relative intensity of ionized to neutral 
lines increases toward the ground.

F. Conclusions
This work represents the most complete classification of slit- 

less lightning spectra in the region 3850 to 6900 A. It is felt that 
further classification will do little to reveal the physics of the
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Figure 5a This cloud-ground discharge was densitometered at points 
(l) through (6). The lines selected for comparison are 
reproduced in figure 5b.
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Figure 5b The cloud-ground discharge shown in figure 5a was densi- 
tometered at six different heights. Two spectral regions 
are reproduced which show the changes in relative intensity 
of radiation from neutral and ionized atoms.
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lightning dlscharge» However5 the possibility of detecting doubly 
ionized atoms in the spectrum should always be kept in mind when 
studying the results of particularly strong discharges«

The success of a time-resolved system developed by Salanave 
provides a means for determining spectral differences between strokes 
using the many classified principal lines of the spectrum. The most 
important recent application of spectral work to lightning is the de
termination of excitation temperature by Rrueitt (l%3) •

Further work will lead to calculating ion densities within the 
channel'. Proposals have been submitted for instrumentation to measure 
quantitatively the spectral components of the discharge5 providing 
more accurate relative intensities, and consequently better tempera
ture and ion density estimates. The next step in time resolution will, 
probably be the separation of the leader spectrum from the return 
stroke spectrum. Continued work in this direction will undoubtedly 
lead to a better understanding of the discharge mechanism.

The physics of the channel are such that streaks of continuum 
have been recorded on every spectrum. An explanation may be found 
based on simultaneous spectral and stereophotographic analysis of a 
flash (Salanave et al, 1962). Salanave has pointed out that stereo- 
photographs and spectra of the same flash will provide a correlation 
between the occurrence of the continuum and the points in the channel 
where it changes direction. Thus one will be able to discover whether



the continuum is related to the geometrical pattern of the stroke, 
perhaps caused by an unexplained radiation enhancement along the 
channel.



APPENDIX I; Line Classifications

N X
Apparent /A obs 7\ lab Miltiplet
strength Angstroms Angstroms_________ _______

3999o5 4000.0 unclassified
s 4G99*7 4099.9 10, 3s 2P - 3p* 2D°
S ' / 4108.0 4109.9 » if "  If

s. 4152.5 4151=5 6 , 3s %  - 4p ' 4S0
w 4214=0 4214.7 h » It

(4253.3 i t i f  it© 4253=3 ® { ; ‘(4254.7 « ti it

w 4230.4 4230.4 ti i t  ti

HI 4358.4 4358.3 ■ unclassified
s 4914.5 4914.9 ■9, 3 s 2P - 4p 2S°
S 4934.8 4935.0 i f It ‘ It

w 5281.4 5281.2 14, sp4 '4P - 4p - V
w 5328.8 5328.7 13, .p4 4P - 4p V
w 5356.8 5356.8 It n i t

w 5545.6 5545.1 26, 3p ”4B° -  5d 4P
w 5617.4 5616.5 24, 3p 4D° - 6s 4P

(i) lew excitation spectra.

23

New Identi
fications

N

N.
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w

s

s

$624.0

6491

6645

H I  (Continued)
$623.2 26, 3p ^D° - $d
$62$o4

664$

3p 4B° -  4d 4F  

3p 4B° -  5s 4P

0 I
Apparent "X obs 
Strength Angstroms

'X lab Multiplet New Identi
fications

w

m

m
s

s

4232.0 4233.3 33 5 4 3P -3d' 3po

4368.0 4368.3 5, 3 3so .- 4 3'P

4655.5 |
1 4654.6 
>655.4

18,
M

3 5P -
11

- 8
M
5B°

5411.5 $410.8
51,.
52,

3p5
3p5

_

3F - V
3F°
,Q°

4671.0
'"4672.8

>673.7
17,
h

3 5p " -
It

9
it
5S°

5438.1 5436.8 11, 3 5P - 6 ” 5S°
6l64 6l$8 10, 3 5p - 4 3p0

6459 6458 9, 3 5P - 5 5s°

6727 1
“6726, 2, 3 3 i! 3p
^6727 11 a" H

I

N
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N II

The identifications marked are uncertain] the 
observed wavelengths marked,, '.d1 are features that 
appear diffuse. „ „

Apparent A  obs ' A  lab Multiplet ■ New Identi-
Strength Angstroms Angstroms._____ ___________________  fications

s 3995.0% 3995.0 12 5 3s IjO 3p 4)
w 4027.7 4026.1 40, 3d % ° 4f lo ’
m 4035.9 4035.1 39, 3d 3f© - 4f %
m 4041.5 4041.3 it « it

w 4056.0 ? 4057.0 if w « N
iff 4176.8 4176.2 42, 3d '1D° - 4f" 1F
w 4227.2 4227.0 33, 3p % - 4s ipO N
m 4240.9 4241.8

I"7,
3d 3D° 4f

(48, 3d . 3d° - 4f 3F
m. 4433.3 4432.7 55, 3d 3P° 4f 3b
8 • " 4447,0% 4447.0 15, 3p dp - 3d
W 4460.3" 4460.0 21, 3p % r- 3d 3p° N
m 4507.6 4507.6 rt If ^ ii r ■ N
s . 4529.7 4530.4 A59, 3d lp° - 4f ‘:iQ N
M . 4552.8 4552.5 58, 3d Ipo - 4f 3g N
s 4601.3 - 4601.5 5, 3s 3p0 - 3p 3P
s 4607.1 4607.2 H u ti
s 4614.0 4613.9 5 tt ti

This line was used as a standard.
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N IX (Continued)

s 4621=4 4621=4 5, 3s p° - 3p 3P
s 4630=5* 4630=5 u ii II

s 4643 »3 4643-1 « n tl

w 4676=5 4677-9 62, 3d UpO - 4f "1D ** N
w 4693-0 4694=5 61, 3d IpO - 4f 3D I
a 4779-8 4779-7 20, 3p 3D - 3d 3D° M
a 4788=1 . 4788=1 it 11 tl

w 4792.7 4793-7 B » If N
s 4803-3 4803 -3 ti II «

w 4808.9 4810=3 M tl. ft N
w 4893-2 4895-2 1, 2p3 1D° h I

,- 3p ' P N
(4987=4 24, 3p ^8 -3d 3p° . N

w 4989-9
(4991-2 64, 3s .Sp - 3p 5P° B

~24, 3p 3S - 3d 3P° N
a 4993-9 4994-4 -

.64, ,3s p - 3p 5P°
f 5001.2 19, 3p 3b - 3d 3F°s 5001=3 i .
^5001=5 B fl 11

1[19, 3P " 3d - 3d 3F°s 5005-1* 5005=1 ' 1
[64, 3s 5P - 3p 5P°

w 5010=8 5010=6 4, 3s 3p= - 3p 3S N.

This line was used as a standard„
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N II (Continued.)

ffl .5016.1 . 5016 .4 19 , 3p &  - 3d 3p° N
w 5022 .2 ■5023.1 64^ 3s 5P - 3p 5P° N
m 5025.7 5025 .7 1 9 , 3p 3d 3p° N
s 5045-1 5045 .1 4 , 3s 3pP_ 3p 3S

w. 5073.9 5073.6 1 0 , 3 s 1P°- 3p 3S N
f 5175.9 66; 3p ^ 5 ° - 3d 5i u

w d 5177 1
I f 6 6 ; 3P D - 3d F
I 5179.5 V G '•v . 1 7 0 ; , 3p P° - 3d 5d

w 5191.3 5190.4 66; 3p 3d 5f

( 5452.1 2 9 , 3p 3P . 3d 3 po

m 5452.7
(5 4 5 4 .3 « It if

m . 5463.7 5462.6 t! if ti

f 5478 .1 II ti ' ti
m 5479.9 i

(5 4 8 0 .1 .3 if if

m 5495.7 5495.7
<*!

il if it

w 5529.3 5530.3 . 63 , 3s 5P -  3p

m 5535 .9 5535.4 II ti 11

w 5567.0 5565.3 it tl ti

s 5666.9 5666.6
■  ̂

3 ; 3s 3P° -

s 5679.5 5679 .6 II 11̂ it

m 5686.5 5686.2 11 tl ti

s 5710 .8  * 5710.8 If 11 it

m 5747 .7  ' 5747.3 9; 3s V -  3p

N
iff

N

N
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N IX (Continued)

s 5931 5932 28,
3

3p P -  3d V

s 5940
'"5940

J9U2

40,

42 ,

II

II

u

w

s 6164 6168
f3 6 ,

{6 0 ,

3d"3F° -  4p 

3d ■LP° -  4p

"3D

s 6 3 # 6380 . 2 , 3s 3P° -  3p

m 6608 6611 3 1 , 3p 1b -  3d V

N

Q II
Apparent . Tv obs 
Strength Angstroms

>  lab 
-Angstroms

Multiplet New Identi
fications

W ' 4 0 2 3 » 6  1A 4 0 2 4 . 0 9 9 , 3d* 2F -  4 f 1 2 D °

m 4076 4 0 7 6 . 9 1 0 , 3p 4 D °  -  3d 4 i

w 4 14 1 .4 f 4 1 4 2 = 0 1 0 6 , sp3 3p ^F -s p 3 3d

{ 4 1 4 2 = 1 11 It II

m 4 155 ,6 4 1 5 6  = 5 1 9 , 3p 4 P °  -  3d V

w 4 5 1 8 .0  i
f 4 3 1 7 = 1  

^ 4 3 1 9 . 6

2 ,

M

3s 4 P  -  3p V

It It

HI 4 54 8 .1
" 4 3 4 5 = 6

^ 4 3 4 9 = 4

It

t l

11 II 

II II

m 457 2 ,8 4 3 7 1 = 7 7 6 , 3d "2F -  4 f"  4 G°

m 4 4 1 5 ,8 4 4 1 4 = 9 5 , 3s 2 P  -  3p 2 D °

m 4416 og 4417=0 tt II II

w 4 4 6 6 o9 4 4 6 7 = 9  . 9 4 ,
3 -  6  0 1 

sp 5 s S ~  sp ;

6_o

N

N

N
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0 II (Continued)

w 4590.9 4591.6 ' "l5> 3 s1 2b - 3P1 V
w . 4595.7 4596=2 t! tt 1$ K
w 4638=5 4638.9 1, 4P - 3p V N.
m 4648.8 4649.1 It # it N
m 4661.5 4661.6 tf it It
w 4676=2 4676.2 It ti n

w 4698.5 4699.2 4o, 3P1 2B° - 3 d ^ ^  - N
w 4704=3 . 4705.4 25, 3p 2D° - 3d 4i --

w 4709.1 4710=0 24, 3p 2B° - 3d 4B N
w 4741=3 4741.7 25, 3p 2D° - 3d 2F M

w 4906.1 4906.9 28, 3p 4S° - 3d 4P N
w • 4941.1 4941.1 33, 3p 2P° - 3d 2i>
w 4955=9 4955=8 ti ii It M
w 5177 d 5176.0 32, 3p 2P° - 3d 2P N
w 5206.9 5206.7 ii ti H N

-» Blended.
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.A II

Apparent 'X o.bs A  lab Multiplet New Identi-
Strength Angstroms Angstroms  . -_____________flcations

w 403807 4038=8 2, 3d - 4p 40° N
w 4052=5 ? 4052=9 101, 4 s « 2S - 4i* 2p° N

w 4384=6 ? ■
"4383=8
>385=1

16,
98,

4s 2P
4s* 2s

- 4p 4 S°
- 5p 2P°

N

w 4402=3 4401.0 1, 3d 4i - 4p. 4P° N
w 4474.8 4474=8 38, 3d 2D - 4p5 2P° . N.
w 4483=9 ? 4481=8 39, 3d 2D - 4p5 2D° N
w 4538.2 ? 4537=7 123, 3d1 2D O O- 4f 2P N
w 4559=8 4561.0 51, 4p 4D° 2_- a P N

w 4587=9 ? j
'4587=9
>589=9

16,
31,

4s 2P 
4s1 25 1 

1 N.

w 4726.4 4726=9 14, 4s 2P . - 4p 2D° N
w 4737=5 4737=9 6, 4s; % - 4 p 4P° N
w 4765=4 4764=9 15, 4s - 4P 2P° N
w 4847=3 4847=9 6, 4s 4P 1 O N
w 4972.0 4972=2 1! tl H N
w 5064=1 5062=1 ■ II It N
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Hydrogen

Apparent X  obs 
Strength Angstroms

X  lab 
Angstroms

Multiplet

w 4340,6 4340.5 Y , 2 2p° - 5 2b
s very

broad
4861,3 /S , 2 2p° - 4 21

s 6563 * 6562.8 <=4 , 2 2p° - 3 2b

4278,0.
6870

Molecular Bands
4278.1
6867

(0-1)
0^ (1-0)5 absorption

New Identi
fications^

N

* This line was used as a standard.
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Composite Spectrum of Lightning Hash (7/22/60)
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